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Sapuangel Speed III

Presentation

This is the complete competition of the engineer in the world. We must know all about manufacturing a car. How about the powertrain, dynamic, electrical and body. For this year, we use the same engine Husaberg 450cc FE, it’s the same engine a year ago. The innovation of this year is make the part of intake system, plenum, with composite and make a restrictor by our self.

Participation report

For this year, we got 49th rank of the all participant, but it’s the bad year, because we couldn’t participate acceleration.

Profile

3rd participation of ITS Team Sapuangel on Student Formula Japan (SFJ). We got the best rookie in two years ago. For 2014 and 2015 we couldn’t get trophy again but the rank was increase. We wish in SFJ 2016, we can get some trophy there, amir.

Team-member

Khosmin (CP)

Sponsors

Pertamina Lubricant (Fastron), PT Kencana Alam Putra, Astra Otomotif, Terminal T. Lamongan, ISTW, Pertamina Retail, PT Lintasarta, BNI, Mandiri